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and arms. The formulae are carried out with eyes closed. 

Formulae for suggestion: 

I - Becoming calm 

Don't say out loud (just think about them) and don't indulge in 
self-analysis. 

(I) I am getting calmer and calmer. 1 am getting calmer and calmer. 

(2) I am getting calmer and calmer a11 the way. J am getting 
calmer and calmer all the way. 

(3) Now I am quite calm . Now I am quite calm. 

Repeat this mentally 2 or 3 times with 10-15 second intervals 
(after 2 or 3 months, only 1 repetition will be needed). 

II - Body relaxation 

Mentally suggest the following: 

(1) Now my body is relaxed, etc. (mentally scan your muscles -
one sometimes needs to tense the muscles in order to sense 
the contrast). For the right arm, as an example, mentally 
suggest the following: (1) My right arm is relaxed, etc. (2) My 
right arm is becoming heavier and heavier, etc. (provoke the 
image of the ann being .filled with lead). (3) My right arm has 
become heavier, etc. 

III - Body warmth 

For the right arm, as an example, mentally suggest the following: 

(1) My right arm becomes wanner and warmer, etc. (provoke 
image of it in warm water, etc.). 

(2) I feel the warmness extend in waves from the hand to the 
shoulder. 

(3) J have the pleasant feeling of warmness in my arm. 

lV - Rest 

Mentally suggest the following : 

(I) [am quite calm (imagine your calm face). 

(2) My breathing is calm and regular (imagine your regular 
breathing and concentrate on moving your stomach rhythmi
cally). 

I : 

~ -
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(3) My heart beat is regular, etc . 

(4) I am having my rest. 

v - Deep relaxation during state of A.T. 

7\ 

One rarely produces deep relaxation during regu.lar Life but deeper 
relaxation helps the internal organs to reestablish their energetic 
resources better. If the morning is started with this formula, one will 
be active and tireless during the entire working day. To be done 
before breakfast and an hour after dinner (lunch). 

(I) The feeling of heavy arm ceases. It is ceasi.ng. It has ceased 
completely. 

(2) My breathing is deep and regular. 

(3) I fe.el full of power and energy (you imagine some sort of 
activity and then you control the motion of your muscles 
from down to up, then you twist your hands and open 
yom eyes). 

A demonstration with 12 people on stage followed. 

2 . & 4. Dr. Naumov indicated the broad ranging interaction they have 
had with foreign investigators in this field, the bibliographies of 
both foreign and U .S.S.R. research in this area that they have 
assembled and an organization chart of their activities in this area 
of psychoenergetics; i.e., 

__ ------ PSYCHO£NERGlTICS - ______ _ 

In'ormat,o" 'roc. ........... · ..... ardw M.thodl Ind''Color..,''-- 1n.'iY 'low "j';:;e-u •• 

/

'" High-tr--'.,,<'Y "(J"~ry .... ~ 
.. '" 'h(J'og.aphy /. J 

Itololical " liologicol (nergy Tran,f ... .,"<. 10.";7 TrG.n.f.r.nc.. 
(o."",,,nlca.ion "' Location ae • ..,.en B .. lw •• n 
~ Li· .. Object. Li· .. o"d Deo<l ObI_en 

liophyalca' rfled I~o-inlro.p.ction I I IIJp'i<allf .. o 

lio_.n.rv~<:::r:::i:~~~r:Y(hrin.'i' 

Spon'an.oul T.I.lti" •• i. 

I . 
"yeholronu .• 

He then showed a PK film of Nelya Kuiagina of Leningrad 
(described fully in Ostrander-Schraeder's recent book). She was in a 
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abIlity to be trained for PK studies. They haven't checked it yet but 
noted that she follows her own inner sensi ng as to the right path of 
training to take. Naumov and Adamenko think that there is a 
relationship factor. A new Institute for Psychology attached to the 
Academy of Sciences wiU be opened soon and (hey will study the 
controllability of the phenomena. 

Contrast of Alia V and Nelya K Experiments on PK 

NeJya is able to move objects in more complex ways than Alia. 
She is also able to move objects of greater weight than AlIa. In this, 
she clearly has a more well developed ability than AHa at the present 
time . However, she suffers a much greater physiologicaJ stress than 
Alia . In addition, whereas Alia feels energy in the solar plexus and 
forehead, Nelya feels it in her back along the spine between the 
adrenal area and the base of the brain with the main energy 
sensations at these end points . 

On the physical side , electrostatic phenomena clearly playa strong 
role in AHa's PK forces [*but much more than simple contact 
charging, which would produce an attractive force between her 
hands and the objects . Her PK force seems to be of a repulsion 
nature indicating the presence of another energy.J . Dr. Adamenko 's 
measurements confirm this . On the other hand, in Nelya 'sPK forces, 
no electrostatic forces are observed with an electroscope. The use 
of electrostatic screens does not affect her PK abilities. [*Nelya 
cannot move objects if they are contained in a vacuum.] 

Concluding Remarks 

Several important things were learned from this trip. Among them 
are the foHowing: I. Details concerning several psychoenergetic 
instruments . 2. Ki.rlian photography does not detect the human 
aura but is caused by cold electron emission from the surface. 
3. The e devices are so important to parapsychological and medical 
investigations that attention should be focused on immediate con
struction of such devices and the duplication of the Soviet results . 
4 . We saw movies of a wide variety of psychoenergetic phenomena. 
5 . We actually saw PK experiments performed by Alia V and Nelya K. 
Alia V and Nelya K seem to use different forces and techniques in 
their generat io n of the PK effect. 6. In the development of subjects 
to exhibit psychoenergetic phenomena, immediate feed back of 
information conce rning their performance is vital. 
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